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Abstract—We suggest a new simple forwarding technique to
speed up IP destination address lookup. The technique is a natural
extension of IP, requires 5 bits in the IP header (IPv4, 7 in IPv6),
and performs IP lookup nearly as fast as IP/Tag switching but
with a smaller memory requirement and a much simpler protocol.
The basic idea is that each router adds a “clue” to each packet,
telling its downstream router where it ended the IP lookup.
Since the forwarding tables of neighboring routers are similar,
the clue either directly determines the best prefix match for the
downstream router, or provides the downstream router with a
good point to start its IP lookup. The new scheme thus prevents
repeated computations and distributes the lookup process across
the routers along the packet path. Each router starts the lookup
computation at the point its upstream neighbor has finished. Furthermore, the new scheme is easily assimilated into heterogeneous
IP networks, does not require routers coordination, and requires
no setup time. Even a flow of one packet enjoys the benefits of the
scheme without any additional overhead. The speedup we achieve
is about 10 times faster than current standard techniques. In a
sense, this paper shows that the current routers employed in the
Internet are clue-less; namely, it is possible to speed up the IP
lookup by an order of magnitude without any major changes to
the existing protocols.
Index Terms—Best matching prefix, IP forwarding, IP lookup,
IP routing, MPLS.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OTIVATED by the increased demand for gigabit routers
to carry the ever-growing IP traffic, there have recently
been several suggestions to combine fast packet switching/processing with IP routing. Specifically, it is suggested to exploit
the cheaper price of bandwidth compared with the price of
processing. The idea is to add some information to the packet
header which helps the routers along the packet path to process
the packet, i.e., perform IP lookups much faster. Examples
of such methods include Tag switching (threaded indices), IP
switching, multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), and source
hashing [5], [20], [24], [1], [2]. In this paper, we suggest
distributed IP lookup, a new technique for IP lookup.
The basic idea of distributed IP lookup is that a router
sending a packet to router
adds a clue to the packet containing information on what it has learned on this packet while
processing it, i.e., while processing the packet header. Router
uses the clue to start processing the packet header at the
ended. To this end, Router
maintains a table of
point
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clues it may receive from
containing for each clue informato more efficiently process the packet. The
tion that may help
to perform faster IP lookup, after which
clue helps router
sends the packet to router
again with a clue on what
has
learned about this packet. The clue that a router includes is based
only on what it has learned about the packet and is independent
of the clue that came with that packet from the previous router.
Notice that a router may disregard a clue, or may not include a
clue on the outgoing packets—the scheme still works, albeit not
as efficiently as possible.
One of the most natural clues for IP routers, and the one which
is considered in detail in this paper, is the best matching prefix
that a router found for the packet destination address. Being a
prefix of the packet destination address, the clue is easily encoded by 5 bits (IPv4) indicating the part of the address which is
to router
the clue. Thus, the set of possible clues from router
are the prefixes in ’s forwarding table for which
is the
can obtain this information in one of two
next hop. Router
ways: 1) on the fly, as clues arrive, or 2) when the routing tables
are being computed (by e.g., OSPF, or BGP). The information
of what a router may gain from an incoming clue may either be
computed for each clue when the first instant of that clue arrives,
or as before, together with the forwarding tables computation.
Either way, there is no need for any real-time extra processing,
i.e., there is no work in a new connection setup; the processing
gain is achieved even if only one packet is sent in this flow (e.g.,
UDP). No round-trip delays are incurred, and no label coordination between routers or random indices selection by the source is
necessary. The extra space necessary for the clue hash table (as
we will show, one clue table is sufficient for all incoming links)
is pessimistically about 60 000 entries (for large routers) with an
average of nine bytes for each clue resulting in a total of about
540 kbyte. Another feature of our clue system is its robustness,
i.e., even if neighboring routers are slightly uncoordinated, the
clues they send each other cannot cause any confusion.
Distributed IP lookups is a natural and economical extension
of IP forwarding, it performs nearly as fast as Tag switching
or threaded indices, and in some cases, even faster than these
methods (see Section II). Moreover, the new scheme requires
fewer bits at the header, and provides a much simpler implementation. Furthermore, as our preliminary empirical tests show
(see Section VI), the average number of memory references in
our scheme is close to 1 (1.05 in the unfavorable case).
The distributed IP lookup scheme divides the cost of processing a header among the routers along the packet path. Each
router starts the IP lookup where its predecessor stopped. In
Fig. 1, we show a (speculative) graph of the length of the packet
best matching prefix along a path from the source to the destination and its derivative which depicts the expected amount of
work, in our method, by routers along the packet path. As can
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3)

4)
5)

6)
Fig. 1. Best matching prefix of a packet along its way to the destination. The
bottom part shows the expected amount of work by routers along the packet
path.

be seen from these graphs, we expect the heavily loaded routers
at the heart of the Internet backbone to be the least loaded by
our method.
In this paper, we concentrate on different variations of distributed IP lookup and its implications. However, we believe the
idea of a clue in which one router shares what it has learned from
a packet with succeeding routers may have other generalizations
and applications in different domains.
In Section II, we compare our scheme with other related
schemes. In Section III, a detailed description of the new technique is given. Its combination with different lookup schemes
is described in Section IV. In Section V, several variations and
improvements on the method are given. The various methods
are experimentally analyzed in Section VI. Conclusions are
given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Speeding up IP lookups is an important topic that has received
considerable attention in recent years. Three major directions
were taken: 1) better implementations of the data structures and
search techniques in the router, mostly software based [27], [23],
[30], [6], [15]; 2) hardware approaches to enable fast lookups
with parallelism in the hardware [16], [17]; and 3) avoiding the
lookup process by adding indexing keys, such as labels and flow
identifiers in the packet headers [20], [2], [24], [1].
Data Structures and Algorithms: The standard IP lookup algorithm currently in use is based on radix trie (or Patricia) [26],
[27]. In this implementation, the prefixes are efficiently represented in a trie (see Section III-A for definition). Each address lookup is performed by scanning the address bit by bit
and matching it along a path in the trie. The worst-case cost of
, where
is the address length (32
an IP lookup is thus
space, where
in IPv4, 128 in IPv6). This scheme requires
is the total number of prefixes in the forwarding table. The
basic approaches to improve this scheme are as follows.
1) Perform a binary search over the possible prefix lengths,
steps [30]. For each test in the binary
requiring

7)

search, a hash table is consulted, requiring to break the
prefixes into several hash tables which all together require
space.
Go over the address in different jumps, rather than bit by
bit [28].
prefixes, requiring
Binary search over the space of
steps [23]. This approach has been improved
by relying on the SDRAM technology and performing
steps [15].
6-way search resulting in
Compress the prefixes data structure into the cache [6],
[21].
Compute locally equivalent forwarding tables that contain minimal number of prefixes [7] and hence most of
the table can fit into the cache.
Exploit CPU caching as a hardware assist to speed
up routing table lookup significantly, by treating IP
addresses as virtual memory addresses [4].
Minimize the average lookup time per prefix, when the
forwarding table is in different memory hierarchy [3].

Hardware Approach: There are several directions, all based
on the usage of parallelism in the hardware level.
1) Usage of pipelining to perform several lookups at the
same time [9], [11].
2) Employ low-level hardware parallelism by using content
addressable memories (CAMs) [16], [17], [19]. In such
memories (like associative memories) the address is compared against all the prefixes in the memory in parallel.
3) Employing a cache to hold the results of recent lookups.
It is possible to achieve a 90% hit rate [22], [20], but by
employing a large and very expensive cache based on the
CAM technology.
All the hardware solutions suffer from very high costs, especially when applied to large backbone routers, and they do not
scale easily.
Label Swapping: This direction includes IP switching [20],
Tag switching [24] (threaded indices [2]), and MPLS [1]. Basically, the same label is attached to each packet of a flow. Routing
decisions are done by one memory reference into a table of labels (similar to VC switching in ATM). Each entry in the table
contains for the corresponding label, its routing decision and
perhaps a new label to be swapped with the current label in
the packet. The method suggested in this paper most naturally
falls in this category, although it is a kind of hybrid between
the two directions, labels and efficient lookups. Furthermore, in
Section V-A, we show how the distributed routing method can
be integrated with MPLS and Tag switching to improve their
performances.
The main issue in the label swapping methods is how to
associate a label to a flow, when is this association made,
and may it be aggregated? Two basic approaches are traffic
(data)-based label assignments, and topology (control)-based
label assignments. In traffic or data-based label assignments,
each flow of packets receives a label, similar to VC routing
in ATM. This method introduces setup overhead that delays
the first packet of a flow by either a complete round trip
or by just one hop in a more sophisticated implementation.
Furthermore, the traffic/data-based method requires a relatively
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large number of labels, i.e., large tables in each router. In the
topology/control-based approach, a label is assigned to each
destination or group of destinations (another more expensive
possibility is to assign a label for each source–destination pair,
like PVC in ATM).
Neither of the label approaches completely eliminates the
need for a full IP lookup. When packets are transferred between
different networks (networks that are owned by different
companies), an IP lookup is required to compute new labels,
in order to resolve label coordination problems. Both methods
require additional coordination and communication between
routers to distribute and agree on the labels. These methods
require a major change in the router protocol and work only
in those portions of the network that have implemented them.
Since the number of labels is bounded, it is impossible to
assign each destination or each flow its own label. Thus, in
Tag switching, for example, a label is given to a group of
destinations and when the packets approach the destination
they need to be separated, which requires again a full IP lookup.
In contrast to the label swapping methods, our approach uses
the destination address plus a clue on each packet. It does not
introduce any setup overhead or routers coordination. The clue
helps to perform the lookup much faster, sometimes as fast as
in the label swapping methods. One may argue that label swapping approaches are faster since they switch the packet in
memory references. However, if we consider the IP lookups they
require at the boundaries, and at intermediate gates, then along
the entire packet path our method often incurs less processing
(see Section V-A).
Moreover, we believe that distributed IP lookup can be easily
implemented in existing routers as it is a natural extension of IP
routing and requires fewer changes. Furthermore, the distributed
IP lookup is easy to integrate into heterogeneous networks. Even
if only a few routers use the scheme, it already pays off. Mixing
routes that support the method with routers that do not support
the method does not disturb the network operation. Notice that
no trust problem is created by the method since the prefixes
learns from
are those prefixes that
has for the
router
, or for destinations that are beyond
(i.e.,
network of
learns what
knows about
).
III. DISTRIBUTED IP LOOKUPS
In general, upon receiving an IP packet, an IP router looks in
its forwarding table for the longest prefix that matches the destination address of that packet. With each prefix in its forwarding
table, the router keeps the next hop on the route to the destination, for all the packets for which this prefix is the longest
match. In what follows, we concentrate on the case in which
to
the clue piggybacked on an IP packet sent from router
is the best matching prefix that
found
the next router,
for that packet destination address. Henceforth, the word clue
stands for the longest prefix match that router R1 found for the
. The word clue is
packet destination address and send to
used interchangeably for a clue, the string representing it, and
the vertex in a trie that represents this string. Since the clue is
a prefix of the packet destination address, it can be encoded by
a 5-bits pointer into the destination address (IPv4). The 5 bits
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Fig. 2.

Schematic view of distributed IP lookup.

simply represent the number of leading bits of the destination
address that represent the prefix. For example, for the address
125.89.123 and 5-bits value of 16 represent the clue 125.7.
Each router maintains a hash table of all the clues it may receive from its neighbors (see Fig. 2). For each clue, the table
contains information that helps the router to quickly find the
longest prefix of the packet destination. The information provided by a clue is essentially one of two types: either that the
clue directly implies the longest prefix match of the packet destination at this router, or that a search for a longer prefix should
be performed starting in a location pointed at by the clue.
The main considerations are how useful and beneficial is the
clue to the router receiving it, and what are the costs associated
with the method. The cost of carrying the clue on the packet, and
the cost of maintaining the clue hash table. The main effect of
our method is that the longest prefix match computation is now
divided (distributed) among several routers along the IP packet
path.
The premise of the technique is that the forwarding tables at
neighboring routers are very similar, and thus, in many cases,
the best matching prefix (BMP) found in one router is either
also the BMP that is found in the next router or very close to it.
There are several reasons why forwarding tables at neighboring
routers are similar. One reason is simply that the computation
of a forwarding table at a router is based on the forwarding tables of its neighbors and thus is strongly related to these tables.
Furthermore, at certain levels of the Internet routing algorithms
(BGP) aggregation of prefixes is discouraged [10] (Under BGP,
a router may not aggregate prefixes which it does not administer
to avoid the creation of what is called “black holes.” Another
reason to discourage aggregation is to avoid huge changes in the
routing tables following a topological change). That is, aggregation is done inside some domains, autonomous systems (ASs),
and at the borders of the ASs. Once the prefixes of destinations
inside an AS are sent by the routing algorithm outside of the AS,
they are not aggregated anymore with any other prefixes (by the
routing algorithm). However, there are other policies carried out
by BGP that may cause dissimilarities between neighboring forwarding tables. These are policies by which a BGP router tries
to hide information from neighbors for policing reasons.
A. How to Benefit From a Clue
To understand how beneficial a clue is to the router receiving
it, we need to analyze the relations between the tries of the
neighboring routers.
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TABLE I
TOTAL NUMBER OF PREFIXES IN EACH TABLE

TABLE II
TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFERENT CLUES THAT THE SENDER MAY SEND AND FOR
WHICH CLAIM 1 DOES NOT HOLD AT THE RECEIVER. WE CALL THESE
KIND OF CLUES “PROBLEMATIC CLUES”

Fig. 3. More detailed view of distributed IP lookup. For clarity, we put the
BMP associated with a clue’s final decision (FD) and not the pointer to the
forwarding table or to the corresponding trie vertex.

A trie data structure is a binary tree data structure that represents all the prefixes in a router’s forwarding table (see Fig. 3).
Each vertex in a trie represents a binary string in the natural way:
the root of the tree represents the empty string. Each edge going
to the left from a vertex represents 0, and an edge going to the
right, 1. The binary string associated with a vertex in the tree is
the sequence of bits on the edges along the path from the root of
the tree to that vertex. Not all the vertices in the tree represent
prefixes; those that do are specially marked so. Any unmarked
(nonprefix) vertex in the tree that has no marked descendants is
removed from the trie. Thus, all the leaves of a trie are marked.
In a common implementation of the trie data structure, called
Patricia, all the internal unmarked (nonprefix) vertices that have
only one child, are contracted, thus any internal vertex is either
marked or has two child vertices.
As we will see, there are several cases in which router
knows the BMP of the received packet by the clue alone. In
such cases, we store in the clue’s hash table one of the following: the packet BMP, a pointer to that prefix entry in the
forwarding table, or simply the next hop associated with this
prefix in the routing table. Which of the above is placed in the
hash table depends on the implementation and whether other
decisions besides the next hop are necessary with regard to this
packet. Henceforth, we will denote such a value the final decision (FD), which stands for either one of the above three options.
Notice that placing the next hop in the clues’ table requires updating the table upon changes in the routes.
Next, we present two different ways, Simple and Advanced,
in which a router receiving a clue may use it. Simple is more
straightforward and requires fewer precomputations, but does
not take full advantage of the clue. Advanced requires a little
more precomputation and takes full advantage of the clue. The
expected lookup time of Advanced is smaller than that of Simple
(amortizing over different possible headers). For the comparison
of the two methods on specific forwarding tables of large neighboring routers in the Internet, see Tables I–XI. Either method

TABLE III
TOTAL NUMBER OF PREFIXES OF ONE ROUTER THAT ALSO APPEAR
THE OTHER (I.E., THE INTERSECTION SIZE)

IN

TABLE IV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
AT&T-2 AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM AT&T-1

TABLE V
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
AT&T-1 AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM AT&T-2

significantly reduces the expected processing time at the routers,
as can be seen in these tables.
1) Simple: In this method, upon receiving a clue , router
tries to find a longer prefix for the packet address only if its
trie vertex has any descendants. If, however, vertex has no
finds
descendants or does not exist in the trie, then router
in the entry of in the clue table the best matching prefix that
could possibly be found in its trie.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
ISP-B-2 AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM ISP-B-1

TABLE VII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
ISP-B-1 AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM ISP-B-2

Fig. 4. Conditions of Claim 1. Any path from s to a prefix in t2 goes through
a vertex which is a prefix in t1.

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
ROUTER MAE-EAST AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM PAIX

TABLE IX
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
ROUTER MAE-WEST AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM PAIX

TABLE X
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
ROUTER MAE-WEST AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM MAE-EAST

TABLE XI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF MEMORY ACCESSES FOR PACKETS PROCESSED BY
ROUTER PAIX AFTER BEING RECEIVED FROM MAE-EAST

In this method, we keep with each clue in the hash table two
fields, a pointer Ptr, and an FD. If Ptr is not set to a special value,

called empty, then Ptr points to the location in the current trie
that corresponds to the clue and from which the search for a
longer matching prefix should continue. On the other hand, if
Ptr is empty, then no longer matching prefix may be found in
this router and the FD field contains already the best matching
prefix for the corresponding packet (or some other final decision
as discussed before). When the Ptr is empty, the best matching
prefix for the packet destination is the least ancestor of in the
which is also a prefix (usually, but not necessarily,
trie of
that will be vertex by itself).
How the search continues when Ptr is not empty depends on
the implementation of the trie which is used at this router. It can
be a Patricia implementation, or one of the advanced methods
suggested in [15], [28], [30]. In Section IV, we discuss these possible implementations. If the search for a longer prefix fails, then
the FD field contains the best matching prefix that can possibly
be obtained, which is as before the least ancestor of which is
a prefix in .
2) Advanced Method: In this method, we discover and precompute several more cases in which it is not necessary to continue the search for a longer prefix in , even though the vertex
. The
corresponding to clue has descendants in the trie of
basic claim underlying the Advanced method is:
to
on
Claim 1: Let s be the prefix sent as a clue from
a packet whose destination address is dest. Let denote the trie
data structure at router . If on any path going down from in
we encounter a prefix of
before or at the same time that
we encounter the first prefix of , then no prefix of dest longer
(see Fig. 4).
than can be found in
found in
is
Proof: By contradiction. If the prefix
longer than (an extension of) then by the conditions of the
on the path from to
in the
claim there must be a prefix
and
should have found this longer prefix rather
trie of
.
than . Contradicting the fact that is the BMP at
We further claim that, only if the inverse of Claim 1 is satisfied, then the lookup for a longer than prefix should continue
(see Fig. 5). That is, only if there is at least one prefix,
at
, extending , in the trie of
such that no prefix on the path
is also a prefix in the trie of
(including
itfrom to
self, i.e., neither is a prefix in ), then a lookup for a longer
(starting from ). In any other case
prefix should continue in
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that the search can stop as soon as it reaches a vertex for which
Claim 1 holds. Better methods than a bit-by-bit scan from ,
such as applying one of the techniques suggested in [15], [28],
[30] are explored in Section IV.
B. Clue Hash Table Fields

Fig. 5.

Conditions of the inverse of Claim 1.

no lookup is necessary in
, the clue’s hash table contains the
.
final result for the lookup at
Let us go over all the possible cases in the Advanced method
in detail.
’s trie: That is, the vertex that corresponds
. In this case the
to does not exist in the trie of
, in the trie of
is the
BMP of , and hence of
’s trie, which is marked.
least ancestor of in
Denote this ancestor as - . This ancestor may be
computed off-line when the routing tables are setup.
Hence, in this case we place in the hash table entry
of clue either a pointer to the entry in ’s routing
table that corresponds to - or simply the next
- . Notice however
hop that is associated with
that this case means that the prefix found in a later
router is shorter than a prefix found in an earlier
router. Thus, it is not expected to often show up
when routing packets in the Internet.
Case 2 Claim 1 is satisfied: This case is depicted in Fig. 4.
Let in this case be the longest prefix of which is
a prefix in ’s trie. If is also a prefix in then
equals . Otherwise, is the least ancestor of vertex
in
’s trie which is also a prefix in
(i.e., is
the BMP of in ). In either case or the information associated with , is placed in the FD field
in the table. This prefix may be computed off-line
when the routing tables are being constructed.
Case 3 The inverse of Claim 1 holds: In this case there is
a set of prefixes in such that there is no prefix
in
longer than and shorter or equal to any
. See Fig. 5 for an example. This is the
only case in which the search for the BMP should
.
continue at
In case 3, a search for a longer prefix that matches
is
continued from the vertex corresponding to in trie . There
are two issues that have to be addressed in order to complete
this search. First, what efficient ways are there to perform the
continued search, and second, what should be done in case the
longer than is found in .
search fails and no prefix of
A straightforward approach to perform the search is to continue linearly from the clue along a path in . Notice, however,
Case 1

The same fields that were used in the Simple method, FD and
Ptr, are also used in the Advanced method, in a similar way. If
that is longer than (case 3) fails,
the search for a prefix of
then there are two possibilities. Either is also a prefix in
and is the desired BMP, or, the least prefix that is an ancestor
should be returned as the BMP of
in . Field
of in
FD contains the BMP that should be returned in case the search
fails (or the FD could contain the next hop which is associated
with this BMP). For cases 1 and 2 above the pointer field are left
empty and the FD field contains the desired value, as described
in the case analysis.
C. Methods of Constructing the Clue Hash Table
There are two basic approaches for the construction of the
clue hash table (for both the Simple and the Advanced methods).
One is by preprocessing when the routing tables are being constructed. The second approach, which we found more attractive, is by learning the clue hash table and its fields on the fly,
while the network is operating. Let us start with the latter approach. Before we proceed, we point out that the hash table
could be implemented using the SDRAM technology in which
each cache line is of size 32 bytes. In that case, it is possible to
store two hash table entries in one cache line (see below). Notice that the hash table is expected to change very rarely, and
(see Section III-E) thus a perfect and efficient hashing function
is feasible.
1) Learning and Indexing the Clue Table: In this approach,
(in either Simple or Advanced) starts fresh with an
a router
empty clue hash table. For each new clue that arrives, the router
detects that the clue is new and inserts it into the hash table.
There are two techniques to implement this approach, one of
which avoids the hashing altogether and thus may further reduce
the costs associated with the packet processing.
In either of the following two learning techniques, we use a
field in the entry of each clue to store the value of the clue itself
(which is there anyway in hash tables). In this way, whenever
we go to an entry in the table it is possible to check (in one
assembly instruction, or in hardware) that the entry we reached
indeed corresponds to the clue at hand.
Indexing Technique: This learning technique avoids the
hashing by associating with each clue that may be sent from
to
a fixed index and consuming another 16 bits in the
sequentially enumerates the
packet header. Each router
,
. With each IP packet
clues it may send to
,
includes a clue (encoded as before by 5
it forwards to
bits), and the clue’s index (16 bits, assuming there will be at
to
).
, upon receiving the clue
most 64K clues from
with index
goes to entry
in its sequential clue
table. If string is found in that entry, the processing continues
as described above. However, if does not match the clue that
,
updates this entry with ,
is associated with entry
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the new clue (overwriting whatever was there before). At the
processes the values that should be given to the
same time,
fields (Ptr and FD).
Notice that the indexing technique is inherently robust while
still not requiring any presynchronization between the routers
or precomputation. Furthermore, by avoiding the hash function,
the packet processing time is further reduced. Another advantage is that the routers do not have to send the set of potential
clues to their neighbors each time the routing tables are updated.
The disadvantage of this method is that it requires 16 additional
bits at the packet header; however, a smaller clue table is needed
by employing standard caching techniques.
Learning the Hash Table: Here, we trade the 16 bits required
by the indexing technique with the usage of the hash function.
sent to
.
A hashing function is applied to the clue that
Then, is compared against the clue associated with the hash
table entry that was computed. If they match (again, a check
that can be done very fast in hardware or one assembly instruction), the processing continues as described before. If, however,
the entry’s clue does not match , or no such entry was prepared
before, the computed entry is updated as in the indexing technique.
The advantages of this technique are as before: no preprocessing or routers coordination is necessary. Furthermore, here
we use only 5 bits in each packet header. The technique is robust and adaptive to new clues. By using caching techniques
the method can be made even more efficient and adaptive while
consuming less space. The disadvantage compared with the indexing technique is the usage of a hash function.
2) Preprocessing Construction of the Clue Hash Table: The
key idea here is that the routers will use the information they
exchange in the routing algorithm (that constructs and updates
the routing tables) to construct and update the clue table. Thus,
the actual implementation is highly dependent on the specific
routing algorithm that is used, i.e., whether it is OSPF, or BGP,
or both.
D. The Cost of Constructing the Clue Hash Table
Regardless of which of the above two methods is used to construct the clue table, the cost is dominated by the cost of inserting
a new clue to the table. If the clue hash table is constructed on
the fly, then each time we learn of a new clue, an insert operation for the new clue is performed. If the preprocessing method
is used to construct the clue hash table, then the cost of the construction equals to the sum of the costs of inserting all the clues.
When inserting a new clue into the table, it is necessary to
calculate the corresponding values of the FD and Ptr fields. Recall that the FD field contains the BMP of the clue in both the
simple and the advanced methods, i.e., in either case, the calculation of the FD field requires one IP-lookup operation, which
is an inexpensive operation. Calculating the Ptr field may, however, be more expensive in the advanced method. Let us first
review the evaluation of Ptr in the simple method. Recall that
in the simple method, the Ptr field is either empty or contains a
pointer to the trie vertex that corresponds to the clue. It is set to
empty if no further search is necessary for this clue. No further
search is necessary if either the corresponding vertex in the trie
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Fig. 6. Basic steps in the implementation of the distributed IP lookup, advance
method.

does not exist or if it exists but has no descendants. Either of
these is very easy to detect.
Computing the Ptr field in the Advanced method is somewhat more involved. Recall that setting the Ptr field to empty
indicates that no further search is necessary for the given clue.
The difficulty stems from the reliance on particular differences
between the tries of neighboring routers in deciding whether
further search is necessary or not. This difference is defined in
Claim 1. When a new clue is inserted into the clue table, every
path from the vertex that corresponds to the clue has to be traversed, until a prefix of this router, or of the neighbor router is
encountered (see Fig. 6). If the prefix of the neighboring router is
encountered first, or at the same time, then the Claim holds. Otherwise, the Claim does not hold. Our experiment results show
that the average overhead of this check is an extra six memory
references. However, the insertion of a new clue may modify
the Ptr field of one other clue (the nearest ancestor, called BMC,
best matching clue). Since the new clue is a new prefix of the
predecessor upstream router it is now possible that no further
search is necessary for the BMC (while before the insertion further search was required for the BMC). To understand this, let
us look at the clue which is the longest prefix of the new clue.
Let us denote this clue by BMC. Notice that the BMC can be
found in the process of finding the vertex that corresponds to
the new clue. In this process, the BMC is the last clue that is encountered, on the path from the root of the trie to the vertex that
corresponds to the new clue. There are cases in which the inser-
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tion of the new clue may make the Claim 1 true with respect to
the BMC, and eliminate the need of further search for the BMC.
In order to benefit from this, we need to check after the insertion
of the new clue if the claim now holds for the BMC. The cost of
finding out if the claim holds for the BMC is again an extra six
memory references on the average.

In the former case, all the possible clues that may be received
are placed together in one clue table, and we disregard in the
clue table from which neighbor the clue was received. Notice
that in the Simple method, it really does not matter from which
neighbor the clue was received, since the benefit from the clue
depends only on the prefixes list of the router. Hence, this option
is beneficial to the Simple method.
However, this is not the case in the Advanced method. Here,
the decision whether a further search is required is based also
on the neighboring routers prefixes list (according to Claim 1).
However, as indicated by our experiments, the number of clues
for which the claim does not hold and which therefore require
further search is marginal (see empirical results in Section VI).
Therefore, we may simply say that no further search is necessary
only if this is the case for the clue in question with respect to all
the neighboring routers. If because of one router, further search
is necessary, then we will perform further search regardless of
which neighboring router the clue arrived from. Clearly, this
approach does not deliver the full advantage of the claim.
We can gain the full advantage of the Advanced method if we
use the second option, in which we treat the clues with respect
to each neighbor separately. We suggest here two methods to do
this while still preserving the small size of the clue table with
several neighboring routers.
Bit Map: Since a clue provides one of two possibilities,
either it directly implies the BMP, or to continue the search,
we may add to each clue a bit map of size , where
is the number of neighboring routers. Notice that if the
clue implies the BMP for several routers, then it implies
the same BMP to all of them. For each clue arriving from
neighboring router , we first examine the ’s bit and then
decide how to proceed.
Subtables: Here, we suggest to maintain several tables,
one with the clues common to all the routers and for which
the behavior with regard to all neighbors is the same, and
then a specific table for each neighbor. An arriving clue has
to be looked up in both the common table and in the specific
table of the router from which the clue came. Depending
on where the clue was found and with what values, the
processing of the lookup continues.

E. Handling Dynamic Changes
The list of prefixes and next hops in a forwarding table is a
dynamic list. Prefixes may be removed and new ones may be
added and the next hops of prefixes may change from time to
time. Both types of dynamic changes are relatively infrequent.
The next hop of a prefix may change due to topological changes
in the network, routing instability [12], [13], or BGP policy fluctuation [8]. A prefix may be added or removed due to the addition of a new network or disconnection of a network. A detailed
analysis of the forwarding table dynamics can be found at the
IPMA [18] site, and in [12] and [13].
As discussed before, the benefit to the simple distributed
IP-lookup method at a router from a clue depends only on the
prefixes list (forwarding table) at this router. In the Advanced
method, it depends also on the prefixes list of the neighboring
routers. In either case, since the changes to the forwarding
tables of a router and its immediate neighbors are very rare, so
are the changes in the clue table.
There are four kinds of changes that are possible, and that
require an update to the clue table.
1) The insertion of a new clue to the clue table. This kind
of update is due to an announcement of a new prefix in a
neighboring router.
2) Deletion of a clue from the clue table. This update is due
to the withdrawal of a prefix in a neighboring router.
3) Insertion of a new prefix to the router prefixes list. This is
due to the announcement of a new prefix in the forwarding
table of the router.
4) The removal of a prefix from the router prefixes list. This
update is due to the withdrawal of a prefix from the forwarding table of the router.
In Appendix A, we briefly analyze the complexity of these
four cases of dynamic changes in the Simple and Advanced
methods.
F. Combining the Clues Tables of Several Neighbors
A router that has several neighboring routers usually has a
processor at each port that connects it with a neighboring router.
In this case, the hash table for each neighboring router is placed
at the port. A packet arriving at the port first goes through the
clue hash table. Then, the packet with the output of the clue hash
table is forwarded to the switch or the routing point, depending
on the specific implementation of the router/switch.
A router, with several neighboring routers all of whose
hashing tables are located in the same memory (or several
routers connected to the same port, all sharing the same clue
hash table at the port), may either treat the clues with respect
to all the neighbors together, or treat the clues with respect to
each neighbor separately.

G. Clue Hash Table Space Requirements
A pessimistic bound on the clue hash table size assumes that
the number of entries in the hash table is about the same as the
number of entries in the routing table of a large router (60 000),
and that each entry requires the maximum space of three 4-byte
fields, FD, Ptr, and the clue value. However, in the Advanced
method only clues for which Claim 1 does not hold require the
Ptr field. The empirical tests show that the fraction of these entries is less than 10%. Altogether, we get about 500K–600K
byte. This size does not even double the space requirements
of the fast memories in the current routers. Furthermore, parts
of the clue hash table can be cached and placed into the cache
only if touched recently. As mentioned above, the table could be
placed in a SDRAM cache in which each line is 32 bytes long,
and in one memory reference the whole record of two clues is
fetched. We omit the discussion of these caches from this paper.
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Fig. 7. Prefixes over which the search continues when Claim 1 does not hold
(in the shaded area).

IV. INTEGRATION WITH DIFFERENT DATA STRUCTURES
There are several different implementations of the lookup in
current routers and in the literature. The distributed IP lookup
method may work with either of them. However, our method
may take further advantage of several of these methods when
the lookup continues from the location pointed by the clue. As
can be seen in Fig. 7, the space over which the lookup for a
BMP should continue is restricted due to Claim 1. The potential
, that may still be BMPs of the
prefixes in , the trie of
current packet, given the clue , are those by which Claim 1
,
,
,
is violated. For example, in Fig. 7 only prefixes
from those shown in the figure are potential BMPs of
and
the current message. More specifically:
Definition 1—Condition C1: (See Fig. 7.) Any prefix in
1) which is a descendant of , and
2) for which, except for , there is no other prefix in on
the path from to ,
be a BMP of the current packet destination address.
might in
In the following, we describe how different lookup techniques
may be adapted to the special case of looking up a BMP given
its clue .
Adapting Patricia: Set to be the initial BMP. The lookup
proceeds by simply walking on the Patricia trie from the
clue until the walk cannot continue as dictated by the sequence of bits in the destination address (because the corresponding branch is missing). Notice that automatically
the walk never reaches a prefix which is also a prefix in
(otherwise, that prefix would have been found by ). The
last prefix that was encountered by the walk is the desired
BMP. Notice that we can further improve the search by applying Claim 1 to each vertex in the Patricia trie. We associate with each vertex a Boolean indicating whether the
search should continue from this vertex or not (a knowledge that can be acquired by the application of Claim 1 to
these vertices). Whenever the search reaches a vertex from
which it should not continue, the desired BMP is the last
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prefix that was encountered. If a router has several neighboring routers, then we have to add one such Boolean bit
at each vertex for each neighboring router.
Adapting Binary Search: The set of potential prefixes
given a clue that arrives from router
is denoted
. The search for the BMP of the packet destination is performed using a standard binary search. In
general, the set is expected to be small, e.g., just a few
prefixes. In such a case, the entire set may be placed in the
same cache line with the clue’s entry in the table. (If we
use SDRAM, then each entry could contain few prefixes in
addition to the other fields of an entry.) When the entry is
fetched, the corresponding potential clues are brought into
the cache line, and the appropriate prefix is found without
any further external memory accesses. If, however, the set
is larger, then the 6-way method [15] may be employed.
The 6-way method is the same as the binary lookup but on
the basis of 6-way branching rather than binary branching.
Method: Given the set , it is posAdapting the
sible to determine the minimum and maximum length of
a possible BMP in . Given these lengths, it is possible
to adapt the method of [30] to perform a binary search
over the range of possible BMP length. In each step of
the search, we check for a given length whether a string
longer than the length prefix of the destination address is
a possible BMP. If yes, we step forward according to the
current step size in the binary search, and if not, then either
the length prefix is the desired BMP or we step backward
according to the current step size in the binary search.
V. VARIATIONS AND FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
A. Integrating Clue Routing With MPLS and Tag Switching
In one of MPLS variants, that concerning topology/controlbased label assignments, a label is bound to a prefix and all the
packets whose BMP is the same carry the same label and are
switched using this label [25]. The same technique is used in
Tag switching, and hence all that is mentioned below for MPLS
is valid also for Tag switching.
When such a stream of packets arrives at a router whose forwarding table contains one or more prefixes that extend the
prefix that was bound to this label, this router has to perform an
IP lookup on the packet destination address to decide on which
outgoing port and with which new label to forward the packets
in the stream (see Fig. 8). This is the point where the distributed
IP lookup method can be combined with MPLS.
Notice that each label in MPLS (control based) is associated
with a clue in distributed IP lookup (since the label is associated with a specific prefix). That is, each label implies the clue
that would go with the corresponding packet. Hence, the label
can be used as an efficient indexing into the clue table, thus
eliminating the hash function in this combination. Therefore,
the downstream MPLS router that performs IP lookup (e.g.,
in Fig. 8) on this packet destination address would
router
use the clue associated with the label to considerably expedite
the lookup process (since the router would use the clue to efficiently perform the lookup as described in Section III).
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Fig. 8. Aggregation point (Router R4) in MPLS. Router R4 has to perform IP
lookup for packets arriving from R3 with the label which is associated with the
prefix 10.0.0/24 (/24 means that this prefix is 24 bits long) [5].

B. BGP Over OSPF and Other Considerations
In the Internet, it is often the case that a packet is sent from
one (BGP) router to another across either an AS (Autonomous
System) that internally uses OSPF routers or over a different
network such as an ATM network. We claim that the distributed
IP lookup scheme is still useful in that scenario.
In such cases, the router goes twice through its forwarding
table [10]. In the first time, it finds the next hop is the BGP router
on the other side of the AS, but no interface port is associated
with this BMP. It then takes the IP address of this router and
goes with it for a second time through the forwarding table to
find out what is the next hop in the AS on the route to the BGP
router on the other side. In such a case, the clue it places on the
packet is still the first BMP it finds, since any successive router
starts by looking for the BMP of the packet destination address.
In some cases, it might be beneficial to place both BMPs on the
packet.
C. Integration With Existing Routers
The scheme suggested herein is easily integrated into a
heterogeneous IP network that consists of different IP routers.
Moreover, the information one router needs from its neighboring router is expected to be harmless. There are several
reasons for this.
1) No coordination between neighboring routers is necessary. Using the Simple method with a hash table for the
clues and learning the table on the fly requires no coordination between neighboring routers at all, not in the precomputation stage and not in real time when the flow of
packets goes through. The most coordination that may be
required is in the Advanced method with indexing into
a sequential table. This combination requires that any
would be able to deduce all the prefixes of its
router
might be the next hop. Given
neighbors for which
the information exchanged between neighboring routers
during the routing algorithm, it seems possible to add the
) needs to this exchange. Noinformation router (e.g.,
tice that this is necessary only in the precomputation stage
and only if we do not use the learning method.
2) A router that does not employ the distributed IP lookup
method does not prevent other routers from using it. If
a router participates in the distributed IP lookup then,
as long as there is another upstream router that participates in the scheme, they may both benefit each other
(assuming that intermediate routers relay the clue). Of
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course, the closer they are, the more they expect to help
each other. Even if the packet has traveled several hops
since a clue was last added to it, the clue it carries is still
a prefix of the packet destination and could save a distant
router some of the processing. The amount of savings depends on many factors; it could still be that the clue is
the best matching prefix for the packet, or that the clue is
much shorter than the BMP of the packet at the current
router.
3) The distributed IP lookup scheme works well with any
implementation of the IP network layer. That is, it is easily
integrated into IP routers of different vendors that co-exist
in the same network today. It is quite possible that the 5
bits find their place in the current IP header, e.g., in the
options field.
4) Sensitivity of routing information: In many cases, it
could be that managers would hesitate to integrate the
scheme since one router supposedly learns the prefixes of
the other. Here, we argue that this worry is not justified.
Moreover, we show how it can be subdued.
a) In the distributed IP lookup scheme, a router needs
to learn only those prefixes of its neighbor for
which it is the next hop. These are prefixes of
information that goes in its direction anyway. Any
other prefix of its neighbor it does not need and
will not learn.
b) A router may either refrain from sending some
clues (prefixes), or may truncate some clues. The
scheme is still beneficial for the other clues. Truncated clues are also beneficial, though perhaps not
as much as the original.
D. Load Balancing and Further Improvements
Here, we argue that the distributed IP lookup method can be
used as a tool to balance the work load between routers. So far,
the scheme has been described as a mechanism that is added
to the existing IP routing mechanisms and makes them work
faster. Here, we ask what if we now use the IP routing tables
together with the clue mechanism to shape the workload distribution along different paths in the network.
For example, let us guarantee that all the clues that may
be sent from a large backbone router
to its neighboring
are prefixes at
which may not be extended
large router
performs IP lookup for each
any further. Then, router
in one memory reference, just as
packet arriving from
in Tag switching (but does not need to swap the label/clue).
In a more aggressive implementation of this idea, one could
shape the workload across the network. In such an approach,
the workload of heavy traffic backbone routers is minimized,
while the peripheral and edge routers are required to gradually
lookup for longer and longer prefixes. Notice that aggregation
was carefully implemented in the network in a way that does
not create routing loops (overaggregation could potentially
create such loops). However, our suggestion here amounts at
reducing the aggregation rather than increasing it and hence
may not create routing loops.
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VI. EMPIRICAL TESTS
In Tables IV–XI, we compare the number of memory accesses (i.e., number of steps) required by different IP lookup
methods. To perform the experiments, we took snapshots of the
forwarding tables of the following routers at about the same
time (either from [18] or using “sh ip route”): MAE-East, MAEWest, Paix, and the two couples of routers (AT&T-1, AT&T-2)
and (ISP-B-1, ISP-B-2). Each such couple is large neighboring
routers in a large ISP (AT&T and ISP-B, respectively). The first
three tables are route-server tables while the last four are actual forwarding tables. We then compared many different pairs
of these routers (we used several other routers, but the results
are similar to those reported here). For each pair, we simulated 10 000 packets with different destinations going from one
router to the other. For each of these, we counted the number
of memory accesses (to a table or the trie) that are made at the
receiving router.
The destination addresses for the experiments were selected
be the sending router and
the receiving
as follows. Let
is
router. A random destination is chosen, and its BMP in
computed. Then we verified that this BMP is a vertex in the trie
, and if so the processing of that packet at
was carried
of
out. If the BMP is not a vertex, then this destination was not
considered in our experiment. This was done in order to predict
is a possible next hop.
for which selected destinations router
(Not all the routers we checked were immediate neighbors, and
the knowledge of next hop was problematic, though the two
router pairs of the ISPs are immediate neighbors). Certainly,
eliminating these destinations from our experiments does not
make our results look better, since, if the BMP (which is the clue
to
) is not a vertex in the trie of
, the clues’
sent from
table immediately provides the desired lookup, at the minimum
cost of one memory access (to the clues’ table).
For each pair of routers, we counted the average number of
memory accesses performed by the 10 000 packets sent from one
to the other under the following lookup schemes (see the tables).
Each of the experiments was repeated several times and the
repeated results were extremely close to each other. Five basic
methods for looking up a best matching prefix were considered:
1) Regular, which is a bit-by-bit scan of the destination to
find the matching point in the trie;
2) Patricia [27], [26], which is an efficient implementation
of the trie (see Section IV);
3) Binary [23] (see the description in Section IV);
4) 6-way [15], which is the same as the binary lookup,
but on the basis of 6-way branching rather than binary
branching;
[30], which is described in Sections II and IV.
5)
We compared 15 different ways of performing the lookup. The
basic five above without the clue; this set is called common in
the tables. Our simple method combined with each of the above
five, i.e., when a lookup has to be performed from the clue, the
corresponding method was applied within the subtree rooted at
the clue (see Fig. 7). And, our Advanced method combined with
each of the above five (see Section IV).
The most impressive result from all our experiments (including many others that are not documented here) is that
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using the Advanced method combined with any lookup scheme
results in the near-optimal number of memory accesses, that is,
one. The minimum number of memory accesses is one since
each IP lookup requires at least looking up the clue in the
clues table. This minimum also applies to MPLS/Tag switching
which also need at least to look up the label in the labels
table. The combination of the Advanced method with Patricia
or the 6-way method is slightly better. The main reasons for
the good results are that the forwarding tables of neighboring
routers are very similar, and furthermore, Claim 1 applies to a
vast majority of the clues sent from one to the other (95% to
99.5%). (See Tables I—III.) Notice that the Advanced method
is about 22 times better than the simple trie scheme, and 3.5
times better than the Log W technique of [30]. Moreover, the
presented scheme is expected to give similar performances in
IPv6, while the Log W technique does not scale as well [15]
(assuming IPv6 uses aggregation in a way similar to IPv4).
While in routers in which prefixes are not aggregated (Claim
1 holds), both our method and MPLS/Tag switching require one
table lookup, at points of aggregation, our method works more
efficiently since we use the clue, while MPLS/Tag switching
perform a complete standard IP lookup to determine the new
label. As mentioned before, our method may be combined with
MPLS to achieve the other advantages of MPLS together with
the efficiency of our method.
If one uses the Simple method rather than the Advanced
method, one still gets a considerable performance gain [about
10 times better than the standard methods, and about 50%
method (when compared against
improvement over the
Simple with Patricia, for example)]. Moreover, not only this
scheme is more space efficient and simpler to implement, it is
also expected to nicely scale in IPv6.
Notice that the combination of the Advanced method with
or the
Patricia (or trie) is better than its combination with
binary method. We believe the reason for that is that the former
searches more locally while the later jumps all over the search
space. This, together with the fact that the clue brings us close
to the point where the search stops, gives the combination with
Patricia an advantage.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented the distributed IP lookup scheme, which
considerably speeds up IP lookup with little overhead. The
scheme is a natural extension of IP routing, and is at least as
efficient as MPLS/Tag switching.
Distributed IP lookup can support and be employed by other
current and future IP services, such as IP multicasting, and IP
packet filtering [14], [29]. For example, when a packet header
is classified by several filters (in QoS or firewall applications),
the clue being added to the packet would be the filter by which
the packet is classified at the last router. The receiving router
would start its classification process at the restricted domain of
the clue filter.
Notice, however, that the clue idea is more effective and natural in the routing table case. The effectiveness of the clue idea
is due to the fact that routing tables in adjacent routers are very
similar. In the case of filters (in firewalls, QoS devices, etc.),
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which are policy based, filters in adjacent devices (e.g., firewalls, routers) are similar only in some special cases (e.g., nodes
in a multicasting tree or devices along an RSVP path).

prefix. Hence, a further search is required to determine if
the claim still holds for the BMC of the new prefix.
Removal of a prefix from the forwarding table: In this case,
all the clues whose BMP was the deleted prefix should
change their FD field according to their new BMP. Observe
that their new BMP should be the best matching prefix of
the deleted prefix. These clues are found by a search as
described above. The FD field of the clues that their corresponding vertices were encountered during the search,
should be changed to be the BMP of the deleted prefix.
In the Advanced method, we also need to check whether,
after the deletion of a prefix, the claim still holds for the
clue which is the BMC of the deleted prefix.
We remark that one may make the clue scheme more efficient
by insisting that a clue is never removed from a clue table (this requires a special marking for clues that are not valid). This makes
the hash function stable more efficient and minimizes the overhead due to topological changes. A clue in the clue table which
is not in use does not disturb, except for the space it consumes in
the memory (which could be ignored if caching is used). Notice,
however, that inactivating or activating a clue requires, in the
Advanced method, updates of other fields in the clue table.

APPENDIX A
UPDATING THE CLUE HASH TABLE
As discussed in Section III-E, the clue hash table needs to
be updated if the prefixes list of the router or of the neighboring
router change. There are four kinds of changes that are possible,
and that require an update to the clue table:
1) Insertion of a new clue to the clue table. This kind of
update is due to an announcement of a new prefix in a
neighboring router.
2) Deletion of a clue from the clue table. This update is due
to the withdrawal of a prefix in a neighboring router.
3) Insertion of a new prefix to the router prefixes list. This is
due to the announcement of a new prefix in the forwarding
table of the router.
4) Removal of a prefix from the router prefixes list. This
update is due to the withdrawal of a prefix from the forwarding table of the router.
Insertion of a new clue to the clue table: The cost of this
update was already analyzed in Section III-D.
Deletion of a clue from the clue table: The deletion of a
clue in the Simple method is simply the deletion of the
corresponding entry.
In the Advanced method, in addition to this, it may also
require an update of the fields of the BMC of the deleted
clue. Such an update is necessary if the removal of the clue
falsifies Claim 1 for the BMC (the clue, which is the best
matching prefix of the deleted clue). That is, before the
change that BMC did not require further search and after
the removal it does.
The necessity of adding a search in the table when a clue
is removed raises an interesting question of synchronization. A packet may be received before the fact that further search is necessary is updated in the table. This can
happen if the announcement of a prefix withdrawal from
the neighbor router is delayed or lost. One observation is
that this can happen in very rare situations. And in this
case, we can decide to allow a momentary mistake in the
forwarding decision. This is in the natural spirit of IP, to
allow momentary wrong routing decisions, like momentary transit loops.
Insertion of a new prefix to the forwarding table: In the
Simple method, adding a new prefix can change the FD for
some clues. This is due to the fact that the BMP of some
clues may now be the new prefix. The clues whose FD may
now change are found by searching the trie from the vertex
that corresponds to the new prefix. The search proceed on
each branch of the trie until reaching a prefix. The FD field
of all the clues that have been detected during this search
should be update to point to the newly inserted prefix.
In the Advanced method, an additional operation is required when a new prefix is inserted into the forwarding
table. The reason is that the insertion of a new prefix may
falsify the claim for the clue which is a BMC of this new
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